We report on noise-induced patterns and threshold characteristics for the ac-driven electrohydrodynamic system in nematic liquid crystals. The wave number-dependence of the threshold for the stochastic system was experimentally investigated with controlling intensity rate of noise. The results are discussed in comparison with the previous experimental and theoretical ones. Moreover, unexpected patterns as well as pre-transitional ones are presented.
The influence of external-field fluctuation in spatially extended systems is one of interesting subjects for investigation of pattern formation in nonequilibrium systems. [1] [2] [3] [4] The ac-driven electrohydrodynamic system in liquid crystals is well established theoretically 1, 5) and experimentally [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] for this subject. In this system a nematic liquid crystal sandwiched between two electrodes is subject to an external electric field. If the field is pure deterministic, one finds a rich variety of stationary and non-stationary patterns that have been intensively studied for the last four decades. 11, 12) The primary electroconvective pattern, the so-called Williams domain (WD) , is induced at a threshold field by the well-known Carr-Helfrich instability. [13] [14] [15] Increasing the field and changing its frequency, one also observes various secondary instabilities such as the zigzag instability, the Eckhaus instability, and the abnormal roll instability, etc. 16) On the other hand, if a stochastic fluctuation (i.e., noise of external field) is superimposed to the field, the system is expected to show new aspects of pattern formation. This kind of noise is called multiplicative, which strongly depends on the state of the system. Up to now several groups have intensively investigated the threshold problems for onset of electroconvection by considering the intensity and correlation time of noise. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Horsthemake et al. already indicated that the characteristics of the threshold in electrohydrodynamic system is strongly affected by the external noise via two different mechanisms; directly via the fluctuations of the control parameters and indirectly via the wavelength of convective rolls depending on the noise intensity. 1) They investigated the characteristics of the threshold for the Freedericksz instability in nematic liquid crystals instead of electrohydrodynamic one, in order to divide the two mechanisms. 1, 17) Since the Freedericksz transition is a spatially homogeneous instability, the wavelength dependence on the noise does not need to be considered. However, the wavelength dependence on the noise intensity (V N ), which Kai et al. suggested that it is responsible for the threshold shift to higher voltage in electrohydrodynamic system, 6, 8) has not been elucidated until now. Kai et al. insisted that the many small-scale rolls randomly excited by noise increases the threshold (V S ) for the WDs. They showed experimentally that there is a linear relation between V S 2 and V N 2 , as Kawakubo et al. confirmed again. 8) This relation for instability was also produced theoretically by Horsthemake et al. 1) and Brand and Schenzle, 7) although both groups were quite different for the explanation. Horsthemake et al. dealt with the Freedericksz instability, and Brand and Schenzle neglected the wavelength dependence on the noise in their model for electrohydrodynamic one. On the other hand, Behn et al. showed the wave number-dependence of V S in their theoretical model 5) that can qualitatively compare to the present white noise-induced effects, though they considered a dichotomous noise.
In this letter, we report experimental findings on the noiseinduced pattern formation and the wavelength dependence on the noise and/or the threshold voltage. In large intensity of noise, in particular, a noise-dominated pattern completely different from the conventional WDs is reported for the first time. Moreover, pre-transitional behavior was also investigated below the threshold voltage for understanding randomly excited small-scale rolls that Kai et al. . Also, the selected cutoff frequency f c of noise spectrum was 10 MHz (i.e., nearly white-Gaussian noise). The patterns were observed in the plane parallel to the electrodes by use of a charge-coupleddevice camera (SONY XC-75) mounted on a polarizing microscope (Meijitech ML9300). In order to capture and analyze the patterns on a computer, we have used an image process soft ware (Scion Image Beta 4.0.2) and an image board (PCI-VE5, Scion Corp.).
First, multiplicative noise effects were examined for onset of the electrohydrodynamic instability (i.e., WDs). We measured separately the threshold voltage V S (¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi hV p S 2 sin 2 ð2 f s tÞi p ) of deterministic field for causing primary instability, and the noise voltage Fig. 2 . Here V c corresponds to the threshold voltage of WDs for pure deterministic case, which depends on f s (V c $ 8:2 V and b ¼ 0:83 at f s ¼ 50 Hz). This result is good agreement with previous experimental and theoretical ones. [5] [6] [7] [8] Furthermore, we found a variation of the wave number k of WDs depending on near onset of convection. The variations of k and V S are shown as functions of V N and k in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively. Previous studies 1, 6) mentioned that in general k depends on V. However, it is invalid for a voltage-region where regular WDs appear. The k experiences its variation after appearance of fluctuating Williams domain (FWD) through creation and annihilation of defects in WDs. The k of WDs for pure deterministic case does not vary below V FWD but increases beyond V FWD with increasing V, and then is off the measurement because of appearance of turbulent flow [see Fig. 5(a) ]. However, the present kdependence of V S (for stochastic case) shows roughly linear increase at WDs, which is originated from the noisedependence of k in Fig. 3 . This k-dependence of V S shows a qualitative agreement with the results of Behn et al.
5)
Next, we observed pattern evolutions with increasing VðtÞ (for fixed f s ¼ 50 Hz, f c ¼ 10 MHz, and ). Because of fixing ¼ V p N =V p S , V S and V N increase simultaneously with increasing VðtÞ. In this process, we found three typical pattern evolutions with change of . For relatively small (< 1:4) the successive pattern evolution is shown in Fig. 5(b) , and it can be compared with the pure deterministic case ( ¼ 0) in Fig. 5(a) . As shown in Fig. 5(b) ( ¼ 1:0) , the WD evolves into a developed turbulence state [i.e., the so-called dynamic scattering mode (DSM)] via the FWD. Such evolution is indistinguishable from the pure deterministic case in Fig. 5(a) . But one may take notice of the (small) variation of wave number for WDs [kð ¼ 1:0Þ > kð ¼ 0Þ], which is also shown in Fig. 3 . For intermediate (1:4 < < 1:8), we found that an unexpected pattern [ Fig. 6(a-1) ] appears below threshold V S , and then a quasi-WD [ Fig. 6(a-2) ] is induced at V S and evolves into the DSM with increasing V in Fig. 6(a) . Here it should be noticed that the unexpected pattern is a transient pattern (appearing for 2 -3 s). For relatively large (> 1:8), on the other hand, a pre-transitional pattern [ Fig. 6(b-1) ] was also found below V S , and shows somewhat different from one in Fig. 6(a-1) . This polygonal-like pattern is also transient. Then we found well-formed polygonal pattern (PGP) at V S , which is a noise-dominated pattern comparable to the conventional WD in the pure deterministic case. Fig. 6(b-3) shows the PGP at larger V, and Fig. 6(b-4) is the PGP magnified from Fig. 6(b-3) . This is one of typical (large) noise-induced patterns, which is completely different from the conventional WDs and DSMs. But, the PGP is still controlled by the deterministic field (V S ). Namely, in the case of V S ¼ 0, the PGP and the pre-transitional (transient) patterns never appear with all varying V N only. These novel patterns could not be found in the previous experiments of Kai et al. 6) and Kawakubo et al., 8) for small (< 1:4) was applied. The characteristic length for the PGP and its parameter (, f s , and d)-dependence, and the details of these patterns (for > 1:4) are under investigation.
It is worthwhile to indicate that the k-spectrum does not broaden for at least WDs. In other words, the randomly excited rolls with small-scales that Kai et al. mentioned for the threshold shift is not observed below and slightly above the threshold V S . It seems that the noise relates with wave number selection rather than forming rolls with small-scales. For larger intensity ( > 1:8), moreover, the noise may initiate totally different patterns in cooperation with the deterministic field. On the other hand, the cutoff frequency f c of noise spectrum is also important parameter for this study. The f c -dependence of the threshold V S is remarkable. There is a characteristic cutoff frequency f c Ã to achieve a minimum threshold. Also V S saturates to a finite value V S Ã when the noise comes to white-limit ( f c ! 1), while it abruptly shifts to higher values for some colored noises ( f c < f c Ã ). This f c -dependence of V S may be explained by the result of Kai et al. 10) for the (correlation time of noise)-dependence of V S . In conclusion, the wave number-dependence of the threshold for a stochastic electrohydrodynamic-system was experimentally presented. The theoretical models of refs. 1 and 7 could not explain the present results, since they did not consider the wave number of the system. The other theoretical models refs. 5 and 6 considering the wave number partially support the present results. The k-dependence of the threshold for the present stochastic system is originated from the noise intensity-dependence of k. For large intensity rate of noise ( > 1:8), an unexpected pattern (PGP) as well as pre-transitional one was found, which was never mentioned in the previous theories and experiments. These noise-dominated patterns give us a meaningful subject for the stochastic pattern-formation study in nonequilibrium systems.
